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MICROEVOLUTION VS. MACROEVOLUTION
Microevolution Supports Creationism 
- Says Craig James
Craig James: "Every creationist is a 
microevolutionist.*
Photo by Art Radlicki
By Kathleen Marron 
C o-Editor
"The standard theory of evolution is 
that we have evolved from mud to man 
by a chance, purposeless process 
taking over a billion years," said Craig 
James, WOTV meterologist. He 
lectured at a Collegiate Bible Study 
meeting here last Thursday to a 
gathering of nearly 80 people. This 
was his second presentation of "The 
Troubled Waters of Evolution."
James demonstrated with slides the 
major differences between evolution 
and creation. A slide of the evolution 
tree showed many branches stemming 
from one source, meaning that all 
creatures evolved from one source. 
This is termed macroevolution. 
However, the creation tree was 
pictured as several independent
. branches, m e a n in g  th a t e a c h  breed of
a creature came from an original of that 
type, of creature. This is termed 
microevolution.
James went on to show fault with 
the macroevolutionist theory
"The myth of macroevolution is that 
there is a family, genus, and species," 
See "Pro" p. 8
Macroevolution Has Stronghold 
States Geologist
Professor Dick Lefebvre from GVSC 
geology department attended the 
lecture "The Troubled Waters of 
Evolution." In the question and answer 
period following, he severely 
questioned several of the main points 
made by Craig James. In an interview 
immediately after the meeting he 
expanded on some of his arguments.
"My greatest objection is his 
statement that there aren't any 
transitions in the geologic record." said 
Lefebvre. "I think that's wrong. Take 
one of the most famous examples, the 
Archaeopteryx, the winged reptile. 
Punctuated equilibrium is just a thepry. 
James said that what we've seen is 
very small. That's true. We have seen 
less than one percent of the total 
amount of life. Only five percent 
becomes fossilized, and part of that get 
detroyed or eroded away. So it does 
not surprise me that we haven't seen 
much proof of evolutionary jumps.
"Craig James said there was not 
enough time for macroevolution to 
evolve from a single cell into different 
species," Lefebvre continued. " I don't 
think so. If I said that the earth is young,
I could not be a geologist and believe 
that. I could not look at the Grand 
Canyon and say that.
"I really object to his use of 'scientific 
quotes'. Scientists are questioning, 
intelligent people. It is very easy to 
find quotes from scientists who are 
questioning different theories. For 
example, if someone makes error we 
will question the other.
— -------------------------- See "Con" p. 8
CON
ACT SCORES
GVSC VS. NATIONAL NORM
The American College 
Test scores of GVSC 
students have increased 
steadily over the past 
decade In 1977, the 
mean composite score for 
students was 18 6 In 
1986, the average was 
19 9 There has also 
been a signif icant 
increase in the number of 
first-time college students
who have submitted their 
ACT scores on their 
admission applications 
In 1977. 45 percent
submitted the score, in 
1986 90 percent chose 
to do so
The graph below 
shows GVSC students' 
ACT scores compared 
to national norms
The following 
graph shows 
that GVSC 
FTIACS
have composite 
scores slightly 
above the 
national norms
Natural Science 
Reading Test
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GOLDEN GLOVES SEMJ-FINALIST: 
GVSCS MARK SANTANA
By Rodrick Wells 
Sports Editor
The crowd shouted "I to Tito" as Grand 
Valley student Mark Santana knocked out 
Muskegon native Parshoun Fisher in third 
round of the Michigan Golden Gloves 
semifinals
Santana was floored in the test round but 
bounced back up to take control ot the light 
Ihe fight was an exciting slugfest "I just 
wanted it more than he did " said an overjoyed 
Santana Santana wasn't able to fight the next 
mght due to an medical disqualification 
The disqualification isn't the end ot the world 
for the 20 year-old native ot Rio Piedras. 
Puerto Rico Santana a freshman business 
administration major must to go to class like 
any other college student 
Us after Santana goes to c'ass that Ms day 
changes He works out three to fcur dar s a 
week and runs three nines a day 
Santana started boxing m 1980 alter se.eral 
n'crmal t>Cu!S r  the Streets of New Yc'k City 
■ns pmv p i t: c ' "it yCw re so bad whr don't 
, . tor > “ >-e oa .net acc ord ng r m he has 
w 0 r o» e r i „ ,  amateur bouts 
* ' 2 ' r  g , r'-' was wear Samara began r.,s
a reef h r onx g , -n wash ! Mr Mark SO he led 
and p  " e l  '".e . .cp.a 3d  ng Club Me . j r o  
:: Grand Rapids ;ne ,ear ago 
--e M .c s  c r e cay graduate Grar o
. alley and r as Creams z* piayng pm'essonai 
baseoaii
Santana doesn't feel boxing is the most 
important thing in his life, "I just want to be 
successful and have a good job." He also 
wants to establish a fund someday for 
Hispamcs, " it's hard for Hispanics to be 
successful in the United States " Santana 
wants his program to be similiar to that ot ihe 
N A A C P .
------------See Santana p. 2
Mark Santana nails down the 
Michigan Golden Gloves
Pho'c Dy Raney Hetfieic
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LOCAL
A Wyoming couple , Mike and 
Linda Bramble, have been dhosen 
as two of the state's foster parents 
of the year. Since the Brambles 
opened their home in 1977, they've 
taken in 94 tjoys.
The b o d y ' o f a Michigan 
Veterans Facility resident Elton E. 
Everitt, 64 has been found on the 
bank behind Riverview Airport in 
Jenison. More than a year has 
passed since witnesses saw him 
jump into the Grand River.
A downtown Grand Rapids 
home was destroyed in a fire early 
Sunday. Nineteen years ago a little 
girls Halloween costume caught fire 
and fatally burned her in another 
disastrous fire within the same 
house.
STATE
L a n s in g -  State School 
Superintendent Phillip Runkel 
announced Monday that he will 
resign and take the position of 
president of Northwestern Michigan 
College in Traverse City.
Runkel was once chief of public 
schools in Grand Rapids.
Ann Arbor* Last Thursday the 
University of Michigan radio station 
was shut down for airing racist jokes. 
University president Harold Shapiro 
set up a commission to investigate 
several recent racial incidents.
Detroit- Leaders of animal rights 
groups have located a South Texas 
haven for five female snow 
monkeys that have been rejected 
by their troop in the Detroit Zoo. 
Sunday the groups protested the 
zoo officials plans to destroy the 
animals if no other zoo or biomedical 
research facility wants them.
NATIONAL
New Yorfc- American painter 
Andy Warhol died of a heart attack in 
his sleep Sunday. Warhol, known 
as the prince of pop art, had 
undergone gall bladder surgery 
Saturday at New York University 
Hospital.
W a s h in g to n -  Members of 
Congress are beginning to 
acknowledge that there is no way 
they can reach the deficit-reduction , 
goals they set less than two years 
ago in the Gramm-Rudman 
balanced budget act.
Key members are saying that they 
and President Reagan will have to 
agree to a more realistic deficit 
figure for 1988 that will exceed the 
Gramm-Rudman limit by $30 billion 
or more.
St. Louis- Democratic Rep. 
Richard Gephardt of Missouri 
planned to announce his canididacy 
Monday for the 1988 presidential 
nomination, becoming the first 
Democrat to formally enter the race.
INTERNATIONAL
Beirut, Lebanon- 'S y r ia n  
troops advanced behind tanks into 
Muslim West Beirut on Sunday, and 
a top official warned they would 
show no mercy in ending street 
fighting that killed more than 300 
people and wounded 1300 in one 
week.
Paris , France- The United 
States and five of it's main trading 
partners agreed Sunday to try to 
halt the U.S. dollar's two-year 
decline and to boost economic 
growth. Both West Germany and 
Japan said they would act to 
increase imports of U.S.'goods.
J o h a n n e s b u rg ,  S o u th  
Africa- Police in the Transkei black 
homeland detained an Agence 
France Presse journalist reporting 
on a rift with nearby Ciskei 
homeland, the agenpy said Sunday. 
Graham Brown, of South African 
national on the staff of the French 
news agency’s Johannesburg 
bureau, is married to an American 
diplomat stationed in Pretoria. -
Santana from p. 1
The biggest accomplishment for the 
147-pound welterweight was winning 
the Junior World Games in 1984 in 
Puerto Rico.
He has sparred with Milton McCory 
and Donald Curry. " I wasn’t too 
successful, but it was a great 
exprience," says the always 
enthustiac Santana. His idol is boxer 
Hector Camacho, but he patterns his 
style after Rilfredo Gomez," He's a 
versatile fighter he can box like Sugar 
Ray Leonard and slug like Marvin 
Hagler," he said.
His manager believes Santana could 
have a great career in boxing if he 
dedicated himself. Santana buckles 
under the same weaknesses as all 
college students, parties and girls.
Bleeding easily and forfeiting his 
quickness for power has hurt Santana
in the ring. He feels his main strength 
is the killer instinct that he received 
from living in the streets of New York.
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Lanthorn Unbiased 
in Evolution Debate
By Kathleen Marron 
C o-Editor
The program schedule I held in my hand announced, 
"Craig James visited GVSC last semester, at which time he 
presented a scientific basis for creationism. That visit stirred a 
controversy on campus'for the balance of the semester. Part 
of that controversy centered around a misrepresentation of 
the facts he presented. We (Collegiate Bible Studies) are 
glad to weicome him back again tonight to respond to those 
misrepresentations and to answer any further questions 
posed by the tension between the creation and evolutionary 
models.”
I remembered well the aftermath of that first article. Jeff 
Brand, a senior journalism major who graduated in 
December, was our news editor at the time. He received in 
the mail a heavily highlighted copy of the article and an 
accompanying letter from Craig James, claiming Brand had 
misrepresented him. Several exchanges passed between 
the two men, not to mention the onslaught of letters to the 
editor.
This time I was there myself to see what the big fuss was 
about. While waiting, I observed the presence of a tape 
recorder that silently recorded the entire meeting I wished I 
had one.
Craig James' first act was to hold up the offending 
Lanthorn and read several paragraphs, "He made three 
points in the speech and slide presentation which he said 
refuted full scale evolution. One, there is no mechanism for 
different species to progress into others. Two, much of the 
information needed to link changes in species in missing.
And, thrge, over generations, each animal has only been that 
anlfriarahd that changes‘'only "occur fn famlffes or animate.” 
(The Lanthorn. Vol, 21, Issue No. 6, Oct. 8, 1986 ) James 
laughed, "If I had read only this article, even I wouldn't 
believe what I had said" - I took careful notes
Later, as I reread the article myself, I shook my head in 
bewilderment. I had listened to the same speech. The article 
was a perfect paraphrase of the lecture Point for point, the 
article echoed my own notes. I recalled Brand's frustration "I 
took copious notes, more than what I usually take," he said 
"I had several people read il for potential slant The piece 
was repeatedly given an 'OK'."
Moreover, the "controversy on campus" did not specifically 
argue the points of microevolution, but merely rehashed the 
same old creationism vs evolution arguments that have 
been going on for years
It seemed the entire purpose of last week's lecture was to 
justify and vindicate Mr Craig James I'd like to know of what 
Misrepresentation9 Hardly Perhaps Mr James is used to a 
Public Relations point of view, not a cool, objective one In 
my opinion, it was Mr Brand that was vindicated, not Mr 
James
As a last reminder my opinion is stated m this editorial and 
not in the story article Although I do not have the six years of 
training and experience that Mr Brand did, I too, have 
strived to objectively and professionally present both sides 
of story Traditionally it usually ends up pleasing neither 
side I don't expect it to be any different this time
W a v e s
Do you think that Creationism 
should be taught (not excluded) 
in public schools?
Junior, Computer 
Science
"No, because it's not exactly 
a science. There are many 
different creation myths "
Jim Taylor 
Junior, Nursing
"Yes, I think there is a lot of 
solid evidence to support it 
To throw it out is to throw out 
a valid theory."
Marc Marsiglia 
Junior, Foreign 
Language and 
I Com m unications
"No, I think it should be 
taught in the home, because 
it may conflict with a student’s 
upbringing and religious 
beliefs.”
Rob Kimball 
Junior, Undecided
"It would be better to be f 
taught in context within; 
certain classes, but not by 
itself."
Eric Prebay 
Sophomore, Nursing
"Yes, because I think the 
public schools are taking a 
lot away from the students if 
they don't."
Junior, Marketing
"Students should be exposed 
to it so they can make their 
own choice "
Dear Editors,
A few issues ago you 
editorialized about the lack of 
communications on the 
GVSC campus I would like 
'o take this opportunity to 
praise your editorial policy for 
this year as a definite positive 
step toward alleviating some 
of t h e s e communications 
b.Cciencies
Frankly ! was s - and 
’ 'ed Of reading u - Suty 
sop ho mono diatr.tes that 
■►•presented the pc as! 
rears eddors ft is mr :pa ,cn 
at features arid an *. <es mat 
■ gh -ght students and "  t-.r 
i . f es s" o^id dominate a
campus newspaper like the 
Lanthorn, I enjoy reading 
about the students wno 
participate on these IM teams 
as well as our varsity athietic 
"stars". I enjoy reading about 
club activities I enjoy 
reading about who was and 
was not at the last student 
senate meeting and the 
profiles of our student 
senators I enjoy reading the 
latest campus crime report I 
enjoy "Blue Avenue" In ways 
that I do not really 
understand I find myseit 
tjrning to Rodd Monts "Pop 
i-.te" article and it is start.rg to 
make a little sense to me 
,Kind of like Andy Rooney at
the end of "Sixty Minutes") 
But, alas and alack, I guess 
I'm all alone.
When I express this 
opinion to faculty colleagues 
and students alike. I get the 
same response, "Oh. this 
year's Lanthorn is soooooo 
boring" (said with the 
inflection of a true "Valley 
Girl") WELL EXCUSE ME' I 
happen to think you are doing 
a terrific job and deserve all 
the kudos I can heap upon 
you However maybe trie 
people I talk to have a point 
Maybe i t ’s t-me ter 
additional creative student 
publications on campus
See Waves p. 8
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If You Don't Know
DIAMONDS
Know Your Jew eler
For special prices on diamonds, watches 
I  jewelry, visit youmearest
Downtown, Bogors Bloia, 
North Kent, and Woodland
1 Monroe Mall N.W. 
2883 Wilson Grandville
By Kathleen Marron 
Co-Editor
"I'm very impressed with the 
people coming by," said Gary Faelling 
of Adams/Remco Inc. He was one of 
the 55 corporations and organizations 
participating in Career Day last 
Tuesday, February 17th at the Kirkhof 
Center.
For many of the companies it was 
a networking day, a day for making 
contacts. But for others, it was a day 
for recruiting potential employees.
"We are hiring," said Gary 
Faelling, "We have two positions open 
and I expect we'll have eight by the 
end of the year. . .  we have a Grand 
Valley person on our staff and they're 
very good."
"There are serious seniors and 
also lower classmen inquiring about 
us," said Mary Ann Lentz, of 
Commercial Equipment Company. 
"We don't rule out anybody who's 
sincere."
Companies interviewing were 
taking appointments for interview days 
later in the week "They let us know 
ahead of time if they're interviewing," 
Linda Kolodsick Assistant Director of 
Cooperative Education and 
Placement remarked. "We first 
publicize it Then we help interested 
students get their resume' together 
and put them through a simulated 
interview "
According to Kolodsicik, Career 
Day was the cumulation of a year long 
effort "We look back, to see what we 
want to do differently, and get new
ideas for next vear" She laughed
Students find out about their career fields. Photo by Arthur Radlicki.
Speakers Highlight 
Black History Week
"We've already started planning for 
Career Day 1988."
The propelling force behind all 
this is the Director of Cooperative 
Education and Placement, Tom 
Seykora. Although much of the work 
is done by students, Seykora trains, 
directs and gives the students 
direction.
The students come from all 
departments to form The Career Day 
Student Committee. Most of them are 
seniors. Kolodsick said, "We would 
like to get more juniors involved, or 
even the underclassmen. They need 
to start thinking about their careers 
right from the beginning."
The Student Committees major 
responsibility is to play host or hostess 
to the visiting corporation.
"Before Career Day, they have 
meetings on how to dress, how the 
day will be planned, and where their 
guests will be seated," Kolodsicik 
said, "By the time the day comes, and 
the C orpora tion Em ployer 
Representative walks in with boxes 
and briefcases, they're ready to direct 
them to their location, help them set 
up, and answer any questions they 
might have." The Career Day Student 
Planning commitee plays a crucial part 
They can make or break a career day
So why is this so important7 
Kolodsick stated, "The visability of the 
students is crucial. We want these 
people to keep coming back and 
looking at Grand Valley students "
Mary Ann Lentz was sold "We're 
very well taken care of by the college," 
she said
By Amy Klofkorn 
Campus Life Editor
Black History Week concluded with a 
series of events which included guest 
lecturers, karate demonstrations and a 
fashion show.
Friday, February 20, two 1988 
Olympic participants demonstrated 
their talents at the Field House.
On Saturday the Black Student 
Union with major input from Stephen B. 
Cooper, organized a fashion show 
which took place at 6:45 in the Crow's 
Nest, Kirkhof Center. A small crowd of 
approximately 25 people attended. 
Jamine Cooper provided a lot of 
fashions for the show Cooper has had 
15 years of experience in the fashion 
and design world and she is expanding 
her operation from California to New
York and Detroit.
Featured in the fashion show were a 
two-piece Java knit dress, made of 
ribbed fabric of a native African design. 
Cooper also designed her own 
wedding dress last year. This dress was 
modeled in the show. The red dress 
took after the flapper style of the 
1920's. Accessories included a 
matching black hat and an off-white 
mink coat.
Directly following the fashion show 
different speakers gave lectures on the 
status of blacks in America today The 
first speaker, Chaka Nantambu 
teaches history in Detroit He 
completed his degree at Northern 
Michigan University and in Ghana
Nantambu stressed that an 
"American-African mentality must be 
See Black History p 8
Career Day: 
Students Begin 
Job Hunting
"Little Murders" Crew and Cast Have Done Time
By Kimberly Navarre 
Campus Life Writer
"Little Murders " written by Jules 
Feiffer. was presented by Theatre 
Grand Va lley School of 
Communications on February 13 in the 
Louis Armstrong Theatre (LAT ) This 
opening night performance began at 
8 00 pm with an audience of 
approximately 100
Tom Hamilton, co-manager of LAT , 
directed the play It was first produced 
in 1962 where it opened on Broadway 
and ran only 7 shows. "Actor Allen 
Arkin reworked it," explained Hamilton, 
"and in 1964 it opened at the Circle 
Theatre in New York, where it ran for 
two years." It was name Best Play that 
year and was eventually made into a
movie starring actor Elliot Gould
"Little Murders"is a comic satire about 
urban violence The cast of 26 
characters include two guest artists 
whom are graduates of Grand Valley 
State Timothy Cusak, Alumnus 
worked with The United Stage Theatre 
Company for six years "Tim has 
worked closely with the cast, helping 
with character development, and 
working with theatre games that help us 
solve acting problems,' said Hamilton 
"He has very adept experience and 
understands how to draw out what we 
want to show'
David Shelly, Alumnus, will do a 
movie called "The Big Treasure" 
following this show. "Dave is an 
aerobics instructor and has worked with
the cast in physical training and 
awareness," said Hamilton "Besides 
the 26 cast members, we have 16 crew 
members to run the show A lot of 
people are involved in this show," 
added Hamilton "Probably all in all 60 
to 70 people have contributed to this 
production "
Rehearsals were held five nights a 
week, three hours each night, for four 
weeks Also additional rehearsals were 
held in the afternoon from time to time 
"There are some people on the stage 
for the first time, you wouldn't know it 
on stage," said Hamilton, "they look like 
they've been acting for years We've 
been working as an ensemble."
Over 50 people auditioned for the 
play during a three night period. "It was 
very tough making decisions because a
loi of good people auditioned
Because of that. I set up an understudy 
program," explained Hamilton "The 
people cast as understudies performed 
February 24 at the 3 00 matinee "
"I hope that this play will help the 
present generation be more aware of 
the problems that still exist Hopefully 
they'll try to rise up and fight against 
them as we did in the 60 s " said 
Hamilton
Admission is $4 50 for adults and 
$2 00 for students Scheduled 
performances are Feb 27, 8 00 p m 
and Feb 28, 3:00 and 8 00 pm  A 
special studenl/parent ticket may be 
purchased for half off on Feb 2 7  
performances. For further information 
phone 895-3668
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Negotiation 1980 style. Forget the 
macho "I win, you lose" approach. 
Seesaw, not tug of war. Nowadays, 
successful bargaining is called win-win 
negotiation, in which both sides win, or 
at least no one loses. Win-win means 
being flexible and not acting like 
adversaries. By getting a full 
understanding of what the other side 
wants, you stand a better chance of 
walking away satisfied.
What is negotiable? You name it: the 
amount of a raise, the terms of a job 
transfer, a divorce settlement, a 
broker’s commission, the price of a car 
or a house.lt is the art of negotiation, or 
dispute resolution as it is often called 
by specialists in this rapidly growing 
field. Harvard is among 80 accredited 
law schools now incorporating 
negotiation into their curriculums. If 
you are embroiled in a dispute over big 
bucks, you can hire a trained negotiator
to represent you: fees tend to range 
from $50 to $200 a session. You can 
usually find a negotiator through your 
local bar association. Most often, 
though, you will have to negotiate for 
yourself. You will find that you like the 
outcome better and your opponent will, 
too, if you leam some easy methods.
1. Leam as much as you can about 
the other party.
2. Convince the other side that your 
needs can be their needs as well.
3. Be sure to go to the right person 
at the right time (the person who can 
make the decision and the best time for 
them).
4. Have the facts to make your case.
5. Know how much time you have to 
negotiate.
6. Meet at a neutral sight to 
negotiate so the other party doesn't 
feel more relaxed at a usual place for 
them.
i r j n t^ ’i nr11 t* r l —f
'gERODD MONTS
Stryper to Rock
k
Grand Rapids
Few bands in the history of rock-n-roll 
have ever spoken as clearly or with as 
much conviction as STRYPER. Still 
fewer bands have ever generated as 
much debate or controversy with their 
music, lyrics-and aspirations.
STRVPER l»- com ing to Grand
Rapids to perform one concert 
Wednesday, March 4, 8PM at 
the DeVos Hall (Grand Center). 
Also appearing w ill be special 
guest Hurricane. Reserved seat 
tickets are $13.50 and are now 
on sale at the Grand Center Box 
Office, Believe in Music Stores, 
all T icketm aster Outlets. To
c h a rg e  by p h o n e  w ith  
M a s te rca rd  o r  V isa c a ll 
456-3333. For g roup sales 
please call Belkin Productions 
at (313) 933-6682.
STRYPER is currently riding the crest 
of their latest most successful album to 
date, TO HELL WITH THE DEVIL The 
songs contained in the LP rival the best 
hard rock has to offer. STRYPER is an 
intense inspiratinal force. Their 1985 
release Soldiers Under Command sold 
over 350,000 units worldwide which is 
an amazing feat for an independent 
record company The LP is still on 
Billboards top 200 album chart
( IS la z in g , ^ c i i 6o r i
U  ■ /
"  Fall Hours
Monday thru Fnd i/ 
9 00 a m 6 (30 p m
•  Located on the lower lloor •  
ot Kjrkof Center 
Call 895-3656 and ask for Deb 
■WaJk-ln or Appointment-
*FREE *
Deep Conditioning w ilh a 
cut &  stvle
Reg $13.00 
Now $ 10.00!
2 28 8/
ALLENDALE WOMEN'S 
CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE 
UNION ASKS...
"DID YOU KNOW?"
As we learn more and 
more of the drug picture 
in the country, we 
become increasingly 
aware of the truth of the 
statement, "A lcohol is 
stil the most abused 
drug. It s till ru ins 
more home, kills more 
people, and costs our 
count ry  more than 
any other".
sponsored by
Vernon 's Hardware
• «■>< Ul«> U  I. * « r n  m v n ,
PUT YOUR 
C O LLEG E DEGREE 
TO WORK.
An Force Otticer Training School 
is an excellent star’ to a 
challenging career as an A.r 
Force 0f'icer We otter greu’ 
starting pay medical care 30 
days of vacation with pay earn 
/ear ana management 
opportunities Conac' or 
Air Force 'eauiter F nd ou' vvr'<j’ 
Off,cer Training ScnOOi can meor 
'or vol 3ai
Turned on the television last night 
and guess what? No more Amerika!
I think the phrase most Americans (or 
is it Amerikans?) heard last week was, 
"Is there anything else on?"
Over 14 hours of "what if?" I never 
thought it took so long to make a 
political Statement. I wonder how many 
people actually watched the entire 
drama?
Perhaps it would have been a better 
idea if they had set aside one day and 
got the whole deal over with in one 
shot. It could have been like an 
"Amerika ir.on."
Or maybe they could have divided 
the program into 60 second segments 
and showed it as commercials during 
regular programming.
If nothing else, Amerika raised 
controversy (and angered a number of 
people). Am erika 's producers argue 
that it was "just a movie," and that it was 
not about Soviets, it was about 
Americans. It was a fictitious account 
dealing with how Americans would 
react under the circumstances.
If this was the case, then why use 
real United Nations logo and other 
factual material which were seemingly
intended to add realism? It all sounds 
pretty contradictory to me.
As expected, the Soviets were a little 
peeved by the manner in which they 
were portrayed. They have a fairly 
legitimate argument. By this I mean 
that the Soviets have been guilty of 
many of the improprieties the film dealt 
with. The occupation and influence 
upon Afghanistan comes to mind as an 
example.
Much of the controversy could have 
been avoided if the Soviets had been 
referred to directly. I think this would 
have alleviated the question of ethics.
' I feel that people took this thing too 
seriously, after all it was fiction. I saw 
some humor in it. For instance, I found 
myself saying, "I liked him (Robert 
Urich) a lot better as Dan Tana (in his 
old Vegas series)."
The fact that this film caused so 
much controversy makes a negative 
statement about our relationship with 
the Soviet Union. I could easily picture 
the average Russian watching the film 
and sarcastically saying, "What 
Capitalist propaganda, ha. Only in 
Amerika!"
Comic/ Ventriloquist 
to Appear Thursday
Feel like a dummy during mid-terms? 
So does "J.P. O'Brien", the wooden 
partner of ventriloquist TAYLOR 
MASON.
Come and join the laughter at their 
comedy routine at the Crow's Nest in 
the Kirkhof Center. This Night Club 
Series show will be held Thursday,
February 26 at 9:00 p m. Admission is 
free.
Mason, a former member of Second 
City Theatre in Chicago, has opened 
for stars such as Tina Turner, Chaka 
Khan, and Neil Sedaka He'll keep you 
laughing and help you make it to spring 
break. »
GREAT MOVIE DEAL-WITH THIS COUPON
$1.00 OFF any $ 4.00 ticket - 1 or 2 tickets!
QUAD 31 « p^ HOllRND
focinq UV11 on Woveilv Hd i  ol 16th St. 162 5526 • OOtWHOU* NOUMIO • Stt-HM
•  •
Call for current movie showings
good thru 2/26/87
Family Pantry Deli
OPEN 24 HOURS
411 Wilson N.W. Standale, Mi 
(Corner of Lake Michigan Dr. & Wilson)
791-0740
Large HAM 
& CHEESE 
Deli Sub 
$ 1.99
COORS & 
COORS LIGHT 
12 Pack 
12 cz Bottles
$3.99
tax + dep
U R G E  SELECTION OF PACKAGED LIQUOR
Prices Good Thru Sunday, Feb rua ry  29, 1987 ]
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Wheel of Fortune Lacks Pat & Vanna Appeal
By- Frank J. Maio 
Campus Life Writer
No glitz or glitter or any of the other 
superficial game show enticements 
were featured at last Thursday 
evening's Night Club Series' lame 
attempt to emulate the Wheel of 
Fortune.
However, the show did possess 
some of the same features of the 
hyped television show. They had a 
host, Dan Tylman, with a stage 
presence engaging and charming as an 
insurance salesman. A lovely letter
turner, Karen Lesner, who flipped over 
letters to completely uninteresting 
puzzles and, of course, a big wheel. 
But this was not your ordinary big 
wheel, this one was special. It stood 
vertically and at times would actually 
rotate backwards.
The wheel represented the 
amateurish construction of the show. 
Instead of gaudy light and "fabulous 
prizes" everything on stage resembled 
the cardboard playing apparatus- 
lifeless and banal.
Most importantly, the show lacked 
suspense. Part of what keeps the 
video veggies tuned in night after night
is the consequence of contestants' 
performance -  they can win some 
serious merchandise. The Night Club 
Series' attempt at the Wheel of Fortune 
was inconsequential. Does it really 
matter if someone wins bowling 
passes?
The audience certainly did not think it 
mattered. Most of the small audience 
seemed to be loitering. When they 
weren't lo ite ring, they were 
compensating for the awkward 
absence of sound effects. If someone 
made a mistake an audience member 
would give a loud buzz and so on.
The only component of the evening 
that even fa in tly  resembled 
entertainment were the hecklers. The 
hecklers interjected every well-known 
game show cliche throughout the 
evening. One clever person summed 
up audience sentiment by saying, "I'd 
like to give the wheel a final spin."
No such luck. After three rounds that 
seemed to drag on forever, there was 
yet another group of three contestants 
who wanted a try at the big wheel. That 
didn’t impress any of the few remaining 
audience members who simply got up 
and left, including this Lanthorn writer.
i f Mannequin" Is Overdressed
By Amy Klofkorn 
Campus Life Editor
Andrew McCarthy ["St. Elmo's Fire", 
"Pretty In Pink"] gives a performance 
which is so bland in "Mannequin" 
compared to his other movie roles of late 
I guess it is more the movies' fault than 
McCarthy's.
"Mannequin" is the story of a young 
department store window dresser, 
played by McCarthy, who creates and 
falls in love with the mannequin he 
creates
There are definitely hints of the 
Pygmalion and Galatea theme here This 
mannequin, played by Kim Cattrall 
["Police Academy"] comes alive in the 
prescence of McCarthy, but only in front 
of him and no one else.
This movie is funny at points but 
usually predictable The whole plot, 
songs and all, remind me of an old Doris 
Day-Rock Hudson movie Cliche chase
scenes and old standard 
boyfriend-girlfriend conflicts abound.
Director and co-writer Micheal Gottlieb 
tries to create the flavor of the John 
Hughes films such as "Sixteen Candles" 
and "The Breakfast Club" but fails. Even 
the opening credits which are animated 
scenes, look as if they came off the 
opening of a fifties drive-in movie.
For Andrew McCarthy fans the film 
probably won't be a let down as the 
picture centers around him McCarthy is 
in almost every scene.
Estelle Getty of "Golden Girls" fame 
does do a convincing job as McCarthy's 
boss and department store owner.
The costuming in this film stood out. 
Frequently the two main characters 
change clothes, acting out fantasies in 
the store long after closing time.
Even the ending is a predictable 
"happily ever-after" one. The bad guys 
have gotten their come uppance, while 
the hero and heroine ride off into the 
sunset.
Rated PG Now showing at Studio 28
: J 3 £ : ! K S 8 : § K I I 3 ® :
Hi, everyone Yes , I'm the new kid 
on the block. SQ/neone leaked out the 
information to the Lanthorn that I'm a 
clairvoyant For those of you who don't 
know what that means, The American 
Heritage Dictinary describes it as "The 
supposed power to perceive things 
that are out of the natural range of 
human senses." After this mformatin 
about me spread around the campus, 
people started asking me a zillion 
questions about the future What I 
decided to do was to write them all out 
for everyone to read Here we go 
As far as fads go, some idiot genius is 
bound to make a bundle off of campus 
camouflage-designed earmuffs The 
unique thing about these is that these 
will sport an antenna Maybe a new 
game will come out of this that is similar 
lo lazer tag Can you imagine the day 
when people shoot waves at each 
other9 This makes about as much 
sense as a paddleba'l ga ~.e without the 
Pali and claiming that it :s intended tor 
practe e oo|y i'll pass
rgC'y please 
HOW ! A*
cat
Vi'eatH' And
. „ : k " ’ w de'.n ' f 'a r  or 3 :  ;d
; -'day as 1 "'as cons-stenty r  me pa-:- 
asi year's dy spell was a ttuke Ao -a- 
as tuck goes if you had a lucky Fricay 
' 3 in ; eor_a^ stav  ^ bed ’or me one
coming up in March On the other 
hand, if you had a lousy Friday 13 in 
February, then don't pay any attention 
to me
For this summer, start looking lor 
people wearing thongs again It's 
about time. Also, look for the art of 
Motocross to surpass the art of World 
Federation Wrestling as America's 
favorite pastime
Let's not forget about our buddy 
Dr.Seuss I kept telling everyone that 
he would make the best seller's list I 
was wrong about those Cat In The Hat 
T-shirts, however I'm gonna take it one 
step further Yes, Dr Seuss will come 
out with a new Saturday morning 
cartoon series next Fall (Look lor a new 
brand of breakfast cereal bearing his 
name as well)
This brings us to our last category 
Comeback Food Items Some people 
thought Lucky Charms would make a 
comeback but I kept telling them that 
Ihe "new blue diamonds" killed the 
possibility Look tor Pillsbuy Sticks to 
,rpm nowhere Remembc'0 
’ he audcnauts made the00 popular way 
ca.x wher Tar:g was b>g wou'drt 
-gg-5' : : " 'b  mng m.e "wc ’: r a snac* 
‘ : r Guop a^d Quake repeals tp 
a s"c^g comeback Cnly this 
' "~e they'll co^’ a n nu,raswee! Ah the
; t: success
blue avenue
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This Spring Break, catch a GreyhoundK to 
the beach, the mountains, or your hometown. 
For just $89 round trip, you and your friends 
will have a great time wherever you go.
Anywhere ( irevhound goes
GO GREYHOUND
E M  And leave the driv ing  to us!
t ire\ i)i>und • V W iu'k/S' \  V • 1 o, p i  
U IVarl Street • 4s1' 4 Cr 
'P  t hkagi I )rr.e • 1 ]-r
Must present j oahd i>lk*xr si xieni I 1 > aid jp«>r. [xir.hdM- *<hc*T discounts apph 1 u-krts art- n< >nt ran slrr ante and *"•*.J !• >r raw! >c. ' irr\ hound ! ..nr' 
lru a/kJ *thn pa/tiupatinK arncrs < m a in  rrMfu'ions apph 1 >tlrr rftn • wr i  1 'C thnHjtfh 4 t >tirr limited \«*r .'alid m 1 cicada r  l‘W' 1 irrvhound I . r r
* A l l  new openings tor apartments w i l l  be avai lable in 
( A M P I  S V IK V V  A p  artrnents R e lu m in g  students to those 
apartments n u \  s ig n u p  pr: >r M . t i . h  An I ' H ^ b v  w n m e tm e  
apartment managemen.'
’ Lease sign - ups w il l bee.:: ^ .w. An i. X f ■ te;
/ r " i  > t f  j  t , \  / > - t, t , ”  S
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"Pro" from p. 1
explained James, "Darwin's theory of 
natural selection will get you to many 
species and subspecies from one 
species.
"Specification occurs, and we 
believe in it," James pointed out. "For 
example, there are 250 types of dogs 
today, tomorrow there could be 251 
species. As such there are species, 
but there are limits beyond which they 
cannot go. All breeders know they can 
only go so far. If you breed a horse 
with a donkey, you'll get a mule, which 
is sterile. The species becomes sterile 
or reverts. Every creationist is a micro­
evolutionist.
"So what's taught in schools 
today?" James asked. "Mutation and 
natural selectionl Mutations are 
mistakes that are harmful or neutral.
There aren't any favorable ones that
anyone can agree on. If you make a 
liberal assumption, that there are some 
beneficial mutations, then there’s not 
enough time to get to today from a 
single cell organism."
To illustrate what Craig James called 
puntuated equilibrium, he quoted 
David B. Kitts, a Palentologist who said, 
"Despite the bright promise that 
palentology provides a means of 
"seeing" evolution it has presented 
some nasty difficulties for evolution, for 
most notorious of which is the 
presence of gaps in the fossil records."
"Always," said Craig James, "there is 
an 'inferred intermediate."' He pointed 
to Dr. E. J. M. Corner, who said ,”To 
the unprejudiced, the fossil record of 
plants holds much in favor of 
creationists."
"The origin-of life," claimed James,
"can come about two ways. It can come 
about naturally or supernaturally. It 
could not have come about naturally.
"Look at how we get a protein chain. 
It's impossible to do naturally. The 
chemicals involved are not natural way 
those chemicals get together. It only 
happens if an intelligent biochemist 
does it. "
"Therefore, you don't have a 
mechanism for macroevolution. 
Macroevolutionism," James concluded, 
" takes a lot of faith."
"Con" from p. 1
"However, he was using those 
quotes to prove his point in the 
microevolutionist debate. That's quite 
a common practice. Why not get a 
creationist representative to criticize a 
microevolutionist representative? You'll
notice he did not use creationist 
arguments at all. He defended only 
microevolutionism.
"What he doesn’t realize is that 
macroevolution is such a major theory 
that you can’t sink it with one hole. One 
wrong theory just won’t disprove it. 
Someone made a wrong assumption. 
There are just too many things that 
support evolution."
Waves from p. 3
Trying to jam sophomoric 
student diatribes, insolent 
humor and news into a single 
publication that is also the 
only communications media 
for a campus just is not 
appropriate. I could see a 
really good humor publication 
and maybe a publication that 
is a forum for student writings, 
ram b lings and o ther 
"thoughts" as being "right" for 
GVSC at this time. If you as 
editors agree, hopefully you 
can be influential in getting 
the right people involved so 
that the GVSC campus 
community can enjoy the 
luxury of at least a couple of 
"good" publications without 
them being so antagonistic 
that they self destruct. At any 
rate, from my point of view, 
thank you for an excellent 
publication this past year and 
I certainly hope that you have 
established an editorial policy 
that will be accepted by those 
editors that follow you
Sincerely,
Thomas M Yackish
Associate Professor of
Engineering
Gyltwr®
Announcements
COLLEGIATE BIBLE 
STUDIES
Thurs. 7 - 8:30 on campus. For more 
information call Keith 538-9771, John 
459-3081, or Prof. Sturm 895-5115. 
Mar 12 The Destiny of Man - Heaven 
Mar 19 The Destiny of Man - Hell
featured bands for—
February
25-28
THIS WEEK 
DANCE TO
Lets Talk About 
Girls
Thursday it's 
.25 <? drafts!
Irom 8 30p m to 1 0.00pm
115 Monroe Mall —
in Paddington A Worihmore s 
I)r11 Restaurant
454-2223
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Feb 27 Play - "Little Murders," 8 pm 
LAT/CFA.
Feb 28 Play - "Little Murders," 8 pm 
LAT/CFA.
Mar 2 Computer Contest
Mar 3 Computer Contest
Mar5 BBM - Post Season 
Tournament. Fieldhouse, 
time TBA.
Mar 7 BBW - NCAA Tournament. 
Fieldhouse, time TBA.
Mar7 BBM - Post Season 
Tournament. Fieldhouse, 
time TBA.
Mar 10 BBW - NCAA Tournament. 
Fieldhouse, time TBA.
GR ART MUSEUM
Feb 7- Mary Ellen McNaughton,
Mar 29 Sculptures, GR Artist. 
h Mar 3.... F ra n ks  JUIovd W rioht, 
insights with Ed Vermurlen, 
Architect.
Mar10 Sesquicentennial III: The 
Grand Rapids Contribution 
to the Arts and Crafts 
Movement, wwith Don 
Marek, Guest Curator.
Black History from p. 4
developed", and that black heritage 
should not be swept under the rug like 
it has been in so many Social Studies 
text books.
Dolores Preston Cooper, teacher 
and attorney recited some enchanting 
poetry written by the late Paul 
Lawrence Dunbar.
At the conclusion of the 
presentations, a free dinner and 
certificate awarding ceremony was held 
in the Oak Room in honor of the 
presenters.
Rental/Sales Gallery will be open 10 
a.m. - 5 p.m. Tuesday thru Saturday, 
and Sunday from noon to 5 p.m.
GR PUBLIC MUSEUM
Mar 8- Exhibit: Tradition with a 
Jun 1 Future: Girl Scoutings 75th 
Anniversary - featuring 
memorabilia from the past 
75 years of Girl Scouting 
history.
Inter Varsity Christian 
Fellowship (IVCF)
a Interdenom inational Christian 
organization that allows both Christians 
and non-christians to learn
about Jesus. All are welcome!! Please 
come and check us out!! We meet 
every Tuesday night in the Portside 
room.
DON’T BURN YOUR 
VACATION AWAY!
n f a s t & i
SUN TANNING CENTERS
HAVE SUN 
PROTECTION BASE TANS
ONLY S25
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Lady Lakers Stretch Win Streak
By Eric C. N ietling  
Staff W riter
The Lady Lakers stretched their 
winning streak to four games this 
week as they decisively knocked off 
Wayne State and squeaked by
Hillsdale .
Last Thursday, the Lakers invaded 
Wayne State to leave with an 8i-60 
win. The Lakers used their teamwork 
plan, posting four players in double 
figures. Rose Antrim and Karrie 
Williams led the scoring attack with 14 
points a piece. Sue Polus and Jill 
Meerman followed with 10 points and 
seven rebounds each. Meerman also
led in assists with seven.
The Lakers started the game 
showing their awsome power as Polus 
tipped the ball to Meerman, who then 
tossed a zinger to Williams who, in 
turn, shot a turn around jumper to put 
the Lakers on top. However, within 
five minutes the Tartars worked their 
way out of a hole, and were back on 
top by one. The Lakers finally got 
control of the game when they went 
on a 20-8 run, capped by two free 
throws and a long jumper by Jill 
Meerman. By halftime, the Lakers 
were up 42-31.
At the start of the second half, the 
Lakers let the Tartars have it, going on 
a 16-0 string raising the score to
58-31. The Laker defense remained 
tough as they handed the Tartars their 
13th consecutive league loss.
On Saturday, Grand Valley traveled 
to Hillsdale. This time the Lakers 
relied on solo performances. Rose 
Antrim led all scoring with a career high 
of 28 points. Jenny Butchart followed 
with 20 points. Polus led in rebounds 
with eight, and Meerman led in assists 
with four. Antrim was hot from all over 
the floor, shooting 12-16 for 75% and 
a perfect 4-4 from the line.
The Lakers started the game up by 
two, when Meerman hit a long jumper. 
The Chargers, however, came right 
back and held a 15-7 advantage with 
12:58 left. The Lakers then showed
their talent in coming, by going on a 
20-8 streak, sparked by eight points 
from Antrim. Hillsdale then regrouped 
with 4:32 left in the half and by 
halftime held a 39-37 lead.
In the second half , the lead 
changed hands several times and at 
the 2:24 mark, Grand Valley called 
timeout t6 change their strategy with 
the score at 67-66 in favor of the 
Lakers. Then with one minute left, 
Antrim sank two from the stripe to go 
up 71-69. The Chargers countered 
with another bucket to tie it with 43 
seconds left.‘Then Butchart hit four 
straight free throws to seal the victory, 
74-71.
Swimmers Runners-up At Invitational
By Trade Schutte  
Staff W riter
The Laker women ended their 
season on a good note and the men 
started psyching themselves up for the 
GLIAC conference meet as both teams 
finished second out of eight women's 
and six men's teams at the Grand Valley 
Swimming Invitational. -The women 
gathered 482 points to finish runners- 
up behind Valparaiso, a Division I 
school, which had 610. University of 
Indianapolis finished third with 328. In 
the men's meet, University of 
Indianapolis won with 498 points, 
GVSC was second with 281.
For Grand Valley, twelve team 
records and 21 personal records fell 
this weekend. These fine swims 
included Laura Briggs, establishing 
three new school records. Briggs won 
both the 100 butterfly in 2:20.85 and 
finished second in the 200 IM in 
2:20.85 setting records in each. In the 
fly events, Kari Huizenga placed third in
the 100 in 1:03.80. Kevin Lastacy 
placed third in the 200 backstroke with 
a 2:18.42 finish and sixth in the 400 IM 
in 4:41.59, a new school record.
Robb Scott earned a second place 
medal with his 1:00.85 finish in the 100 
backstroke. Linda Burtch led the 1-2-3 
GVSC sweep in the 200 breaststroke in 
a new school record time of 2:36.91. 
Lynn Dykema was in second in 2:42.28 
and Tracie Schutte third in 2:44.39. 
Burtch also established a school record 
in the 100 breaststroke as she won the 
event in 1:11.59. Dykema finished 
second in that event in 1:14.34.
In the 200, 500 and 1650 freestyle 
Michelle Lastacy earned third place 
medals with respective swims of 
2:03.34, 5:34.28 and 19:11.92. Silcox 
and Kramer earned a third place medal, 
Silcox in the 500 by finishing in 5:07.26 
and Kramer in the 1650 with a 17:29 54 
swim.
Wilcox, Burtch, Briggs and Wegner 
teamed up to establish a new school 
record in both the 200 and 400 Medley
NITE CLUB SERIES PRESENTS:
T A Y L O T  1VJA0OH
COM  KIM AN
and
his wooden partner
" .L P .  O ' B r i e n "
Thursday, February 26 
9:00 p.m. at the Kirkhof 
Center's Crow's Nest
Free admission.
Sponsored by the program board. 
Funded by the student senate.
Relay with second place finishes in 
both with times of 1:58.08 and 4:22.51 
respectively. Deb Fatchett, Dykema, 
Huizenga, and Schutte finished just 
behind the record setting relay team in 
the 200 Medley Relay, by swimming 
the event in 2:02.06 for third place. 
Fatchett, Dykema, Huizenga and Jayna
Sebring swam the 400 Medley Relay In 
4:36.85 earning third place honors.
In the 200 Free Relay Wegner, 
Bowman, Schutte and Lastacy teamed 
up to finish second in 1:45.37. New 
school records were set in both the 
men's and women's 400 Free Relay. 
Silcox, Kramer, Bailey and Scott swam
the event in 3:20.18, finishing third for 
the men and Bowman, Briggs, Wegner, 
and Lastacy finished in 3:47.61 for 
second place. Bowman, Westra, 
Woltjer and Lastacy teamed up in the 
800 Free Relay to touch the wall third in 
8:42.28. Cutler, Silcox, Bailey and 
Kramer finished fourth for the men in 
that event with a time of 7:35.37.
In the diving events, Mike Romkema 
set new school records on both 
boards. He finished second in both 
events with a score of 287.00 on the 
low board and 311.45 on the high. Kris 
Campbell finished first on the three 
meter board with 366.25 points and 
second on the one meter with 339.90.
Intramural Playoffs Begin
By Rodrick Wells
Sports Editor__________________
The “Road to Alllendale” is winding 
down. This year has to be the most 
balanced ever. Any o< the teams in the 
top ten could easily win the title 
Actually there is no clear cut favorite 
because the leagues were split up so 
good and its hard to tell what teams are 
really good
The favorites in the Residence Halls 
has to be Edinburg B but they will be 
challenged by the Brewski's, Who 
Cares and the Cambridge Campers 
The Residence Halls teams got beat up 
pretty bad in the regular season as they 
combined for a record of 18-37 
The independent League is up tor 
grabs The Excalibur Rebels are
See "P layo ff'p . 10
(h Cherry Street
Plasma Center
$  545 Cherry S.E. { h
454-8251 $
Hours for donations:
M -Th 7 a.m. -4:15 p.m.
T & F 6 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Closed Wednesdays 
Help others & recieve a $10 bonus with 
Your first Plasma Donation, Plus this Coupon 
$7 for first visit during the week 
S12 for second visit during the week 
Earn Extra Income Weekly By Donating Plasma
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Wrestlers Advance 
to Nationals
By Tom Richardson 
Staff W riter
The 1986-87 wrestling season came 
to an end for many wrestlers, but was 
extended for those exceptional 
wrestlers who placed in the top two 
spots in the NCAA Regionals. The 
Regionals were held at Grand Valley 
this past weekend.
For the most part, the tournament 
was a Great Lakes Conference battle 
that has been repetitive throughout the 
wrestling season. Coach Scott 
summed it up , feaying, "If you are going 
to wrestle in the GLIAC, you had better 
buckle your headgear and pack your 
lunch." In other words, anything can 
happen at anytime. Scott's statements 
held true as Grand Valley came on 
strong at the end of the season to 
capture the Conference tournament. 
Ferris was only eight points behind in 
Ihe tournament and the two teams
"Playoff" from p.9------------------------
ranked number one but can be beat on 
the right night. The Rebels are in the 
bracket with the Hoopers led by Dan 
Hudson and the Dortmunders.
Whoever comes out of the above 
bracket will probalby meet the Druid 
Killers. The Elliot's Elite will probably 
face the Druids if they get by the 
peaking Argyles. I would like to 
congraulate the Sig Eps for going . 
undeafeated during the reguar season, championship was undetermined at 
They could be the "Cinderella" team of press time. There will be 34 teams 
the tournament. particpating in the tournament. For
The Druids are the favorites in the rnore information contact campus 
womens circuit. The Cutoffs, wflf give recreatioru_____
the Druids a challenge as well as talent 
laden Whatever.
Whatever led by Don Vandling and 
Sue Johnston will play RA-AM Busters 
for the co-rec basketball championship. 
The co-rec championship will be held 
March 11 at 10:15. The men's 
indepedent championship is 
scheduled for March 10 at 10:15. The 
residence hall championship will be 
played March 9 at 10:15. The women's
tic Taft
Spring Break Tanning
Get your base tan before
$fjP '
Spring Break.
$ 3.00 sessions
( with membership)
formerly known as Suntones
Tta n a t
t o
a/ly  8
cat/(■°ns
HOURS:
Mon - Fn 7am-9pm 
Sal 8am-4pm 
closed Sunday
895-6685
6853 Lake MI Dr. 
(Behind Peirsmas Pharmacy) 
in Allendale
Archie’s
BEER, WINE, LIQUOR, 
LOTTERY
‘ FREE ICE*
WITH
KEG BEER
Sianda^e
453-1007
blue avenue
wound up tied for the GLIAC.
At Regionals, Ferris State and Lake 
Superior State tied for first place with 
61.25 points a piece. Grand Valley 
came in second with 52 points. These 
three GLIAC teams dominated the 
tournament.
Individually, Grand Valley fairfcd well. 
Roger Singleton pinned Mark 
Riggs(NMU) in his first .match. In his 
second match he decisioned Robert 
Symanns of LSSC 9-1. In the finals he 
trounced Don Van Mourick of Ferris 
12-3 to win the Regional Championship 
at 118lbs. Mike Curley recieved a bye in 
the first round. In the second round he 
decisioned Jack Thomas of Wright 
State 2-0 in a well controled match for 
Mike. In the finals, Mike lost a close one 
to Chris Kennedy (NMU) 3-2. Mike 
ended up second and will advance to 
the Nationals.
-------------------- See "Wrest le"p.11
ANPimrro y w  
im p t q &p ... uv0* *
i
MMARTBfcP.Q.. taroi. ™ k m u  t w p
NEXT TO OLD KENT BANK
. W e ir (o f t
F-o f  H o lland e n d  a lle n d a ie
Hair Designers & Tanning Salon
O I\  K l S 
\ ( M l.
(a 895-7151
Let a jump on your 
Spring Break tan !!  
5-45 package for 
ten \ isits.
(n«> membership needed, 
em ?. a"
5900 LAKE MICH DR
I
| HOURS.
■ JT U E S  - FRI 9am-7pm 
SAT 9am-2pm
NEAR THE COAL POST.
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End With Bang
By Rodrick Wells 
Sport? Editor
Mike Davis did what every basketball 
player dreams of doing, hitting the 
winning basket at the buzzer. The 
Lakers (12-16,5-11) ended their 
season with a bang by defeating 
Northern Michigan University by the 
score 103-100. Both teams combined 
for a fieldhouse record 23 three-point 
field goals made. Kent Wiersma stole 
some of the spotlight from Northern 
Michigan's All-American guard Bill 
Harris as he scored 33 points, as he hit 
8 of 13 three-pointers. Harris wasn't 
bashful as he hit 7 of 12 three-pointers 
as he poured in 30 pbints. Senior, 
Kevin Dungey played a great game in 
his last appearance as a Laker as he 
powered in 23 points and grabbed 10 
rebounds, before fouling out.
Northern Michigan shot out to an 
32-17 lead mostly behind the shooting 
of Harris who poured in 10 points in the 
first ten minutes. Kevin Dungey scored 
eight of the next ten Laker points but 
the Lakers still trailed 40-26. Jerry 
Pettway sparked the Lakers as picked 
up the defensive tempo and scored 
two buckets for the Lakers. The Lakers 
scored the last five points of the half to 
only trail 57-51. The Wildcats shot 57% 
in the first half and Harris had 18 points.
The Lakers quickly turned things 
around as they took a 69-67 lead on a 
Kent Wiersma three-pointer. Wiersma 
hit six three-pointers in the second 
half. Grand Valley stretched their lead 
to 93-83 behind the great shooting of 
Wiersma. Bill Harris and freshman 
Gerald Clark brought the Wildcats back
as Clark tied the game at 95-95 with a 
triple. Clark hit another triple and the 
Wildcats led 98-95. The turning point 
was when Northern’s star Bill Harris
fouled out with 22 seconds remaining. 
Andy Kolp hit a clutch three-pointer 
with 19 seconds remaining to tie the 
score at 100-100. Northern called 
timeout immediately, but they didn't
have anymore and they were whistled 
for a technical foul. With a chance to 
put the icing on the cake, Kent 
Wiersma missed both free throws. The
Lakers took the ball out of bounds and 
Mike Davis fired up a three-pointer with 
Northern Michigan's Tony Goldson 
hanging all over him for the victory. 
Davis ended the night with 17 points
and 12 assists. Gerald Clark came off 
the bench for Northern and fired in 19 
points for 13-13 Wildcats.
1. Excalibur Rebels
2. Elliott's Elite
3. Druids
4. Druid Killers *
5. Staff Infection
6. Hoopers
7. Dortmunders
8. Lakers
9. Slg Eps
"W restle" from p .10--------------------
Heavyweight Mike Gohn of Grand 
Valley tossed Craig Brooks around 
(NMU) in a flip-flop match in which 
points came in clusters. Mike scored 
two nearfall points then Brooks would 
get a reversal. Mike came out of the 
match a 5-4 victor.
Consolation placers for Grand Valley 
were as follows: Remi Esordi placed 
4th at 134lbs, Lance Fritz placed 4th at 
142lbs, Mike Heinritz placed 4th at 
167lbs, Matt Raedle placed 3rd at 
177lbs, and Jim Koerber placed 4th at 
180lbs. - - - *
M  ?®fj)  T m
Pts.
20
18
16
14
11
8
7
7
7
210. Intangibles
T®[°) FQwa
1 .DrUids (6-0)
2. Cut-offs (6-0)
3 Whatever (5-1)
4. Doub. Drib. (4-1)
5. We Bad (3-2)
Co-Rec Bowl
Bar Hopps 
603
Total Re cs 
The Leaners 
Wadgoe 
Totally Ripped
Cubbies 
Totally Ripp. A 
Frar Rats 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Brewski ’s 
Better on Top
Men
Excalibur Rebs 60 Long Shots 27
Totally Rlppad 55 Rob Rockets 43
Regular Guy* 32 Brewskl's 30
6-0 Hoopers 60 Dortmunder 48
4-0
4-0
B-Team 49 Stallions 46
Intangibles 65 Clippers 34
6-0 Hoopers 58 B-Team 34
4-0 Farm House 59 C.Campers 55
5-1
5-1
Elliott's Elite 58 Weasels * 27
Edinburgh 3 54 Magic 8 36
Unknowns 69 Folding Door 40
5-0 Argyles 51 Differentials 44
5-1 Slg Eps 57 Differential 37Druids 46 Bomb Squad 28
Alpha Hoopst. 65 Dunk'em hlg 57
Women 
Hoopln Honey 21 Ravine Grlz. 18
Druids 39 Whatever 29
Optimist 61 Taste Great 46
Double Drlbb. 38 We Bad 37
Co-Rec 
Teddy Bears 48 Bar Hopps 43
Whatever 83 D.K/s 55
Woody's 41 Totally Ripp. 37
Stammers 81 Total Rees 47
ing
W L Men's Bowling W L
20 8 Staff Infection 24 14
17 1 1 The Leaners 17 11
17 1 1 Pi Kappa Phi B 16 12
1 2 16 Totally Ripped 16 12
9 1 9 
19 
L
East Block 7 219
W Pi Kappa Phi A 7 21
1 9 9 W L
15 13 Pin Busters 17 4
15 13 Whatever 13 8
1 4 14 Sig Eps 10 11
1 4 1 4 Pi Kappa Phi C 2 19
1 0 1 8
*
+
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
♦
*
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*
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Student Senate News
Senator Profile PI KAPPA PHI
The brotherhood of Pi Kappa Phi is 
well represented on Grand Valley's Student 
Senate by four dynamic, motivated 
personalities -  Bob Budlong, Kevin 
Nadai, Dave LeClerc and Mike 
Langley.
Bob Budlong, a junior majoring in 
Advertising and Public Relations, is 
currently serving his second semester on the 
senate. A Plymouth, Michigan native, 
Budlong is the president of the Greek 
Council, a former editor of the Lanthom, 
and is now the president of Pi Kappa Phi.
Budlong sees participation on the 
senate as an opportunity to take positive 
action rather than criticise the action of 
others. He is presently a member of the 
Senate Appointments Committee.
Kevin Nadai, also an Advertising 
and Public Relations major, is a senior 
serving his second and final semester on the 
senate. Upon his graduation from Grand 
VaLley in May, he would like to work in 
either an advertising agency or in politics in 
Lansing.
Nadai is working as a member of the 
Senate Community Affairs Committee. 
Additionally, he belongs to the Public 
Relations Student Society of America, and 
has been active in the American Advertising 
Federation.
Dave LeClerc  is also in his second 
semester on the senate. LeClerc is a junior 
with a major in Political Science and a minor 
in Public Relations. Hailing from Grosse 
Point Woods, LeClerc ser/es the senate as a 
member of the Alllocations Committee.
LeClerc, in addition to his involvement 
in Pi Kappa Phi, works as a Kirkhof Center 
building manager, is a member of the 
Special Events Association and is a member 
of the Program Board.
The oldest of the four is M i k e  
Langley,  a returning student majoring in 
both Occupational Safety & Health and 
Personnel Management & Labor Relations. 
Langley, a junior was a member of the 
United States Coast Guard before pursuing 
a degree at Grand Valley.
Senate Elections for 1987-1988
Elections for the 1987-1988 Grand 
Valley State Student Senate will be held on 
April 1 & 2.
Any student registering for classes in 
the Fall semester of 1987 and carrying at 
least a 2.0 grade point average is eligible to 
run for office.
Students are encouraged to participate. 
Election packets and petition forms will be 
available in the Student Activities office on 
Monday, March 9.
Students must complete the petitions by 
Friday, March 20. Petitions must contain 
the signatures of 50 registered Grand Valiev 
students.
The Student Senate has thirty openings 
to fill. Show your interest in affairs that 
directly affect you as a Grand Valley 
student. Join the Senate and give voice to 
your opinion.
YOU CAN MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE
JOIN THE 
SJUDENT SENATE
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN THE 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
MARCH 9th - 20th
MAKE NEXT YEAR 
THE BEST YEAR'
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Classified Ads
SPRING BREAK JAMAICA 
Project manager needed. FREE vacation 
plus $$$ 1-800-237-2061.
Research Papers. 15,278 available! 
catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, 
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025, 
TOLLFREE Hot Line 1-800-351-0222, 
Ext. 33, VISA/MC or COD.
ARTIST MODELS needed . Preferred 
petite female for life character/portrait 
studies, one or two sessions per week, 
to 6 hours total, evenings and or
weekends
Sincerity
456-7804.
Experience unnessary. 
a must! Don Smith
*  *J r i
Campus Travel Representive
needed to promote our Spring Break 
Trip to Florida. Good Commissions, 
valuable work experience, travel and 
other benefits. Call Inter -Campus 
Program for an information mailer at 
1-800-433-7747
CRUISE SHIP JOBS 
Domestic & Overseas Now Hiring, 
Kitchen help, Deck Hands, Maids, Gift 
Shop Sales, Summer & Career 
Opportunities. Call (206) 736-2972, 
ext. E182.
MICHELLE,
Congratulations on your new 
job. I'm sure you're going to 
do wonderful! I'm really proud 
of you, I knew you could do 
t !!!
Lesly n
E > ; :
■. T. ^ IIL  lllll
Lori, Anne & Kathy
Salute our flat chested friends. Kim &
Donna.
Senator,
Thanks for always being a friend. 
You're super special to me. I will miss 
you next year!!
Love Becky
To A.K.L.
There's nothin' left, you gotta love it!! 
T.S.H.
Hey all you GVSC men!! Guess who 
wears Dick Tracy underware.
Happy Birthday Max! Thaaaats good... 
Thaaaats right! love, the Lincoln gang*
Zeta Delta Chi sends a "Happy 
Birthday" to Kelly Sheehan! Special 
wishes from your big sister! Zeta love 
& mine 
Linda
ONE WEEK LEFT!!!
Freedom from Plaster. Feb. 25 2:30pm
Jam Master.
Happy Anniversary Babes! Thanks for 
the best year that I have ever had. I 
look forward to sharing more wonderful 
times in the future. I love you!
Wheez
J.P. 0'ust call me art director) 
DUBERG Congratulations on 
the Internship! Knock em dead! 
Leslyn. ____________________
Bryan,
Did you win the lotto? 
Rick
BONEASS,
Thanks for the good time at "N ight of a 
1000 J's."
Robin
Kim,
I can hardly -wait for Spring Break. 
Thanks for inviting me. I haven't flown. 
to Florida in so long!!
Love Becky
COTEKES! May 2, 1987
Pessimist,
There is a bright side to everything. 
Look and you'll find it. Write happy, 
but most important: Be Happy!
Optimist ____________________
CHIPPER 
Ditto the card 
everything!! 
BUCKAROO
and thanks for
Becky,
Thank you for being my writing aide. I 
will keep you in mind when Earn on the 
hill.
Senator
LOST: One roomate, 5'5", 150 lbs, 
thining brown hair. Answers to
"Stickley." Last seen at Oceana Apt. If 
found, please clothe and feed, and call
895-6939.
K.B.
Have you found Luke yet? Seen any 
shrooms lately? What is she wearing 
today?
K.B.
Question? Does Pres. Don use the 
same TOILET PAPER supplied in the 
public restrooms, or some other brand 
that doesn't feel like SANDPAPER. 
Please call 895-3592 or 895-3224 to let 
us know.
F.J.
Hi Girls! I’m a bit shy 22 SWM with 
one child. I'm seeking SWF to Haxfi* 
Hold Love and have another child. 
Send Photo & Phone to Ravines #41 or 
call 895-6941.
KILLER BUNNY:
Good luck at the swim meet! We're 
behind you all the way! We love ya 
(KB)2
LOST: MENS PULSAR WATCH in 
2nd floor mens restroom LSH. Feb 17, 
87 2:30pm. High Sentimental Value! 
Small REWARD Offered.
Hey MANN
The truth hurts; yet laziness isn't an 
appreciated virtue. Your mommy is at 
home, if you can't live without her - - 
Go there.
KIM, LORI, and ANNE:
Have a great time in Daytona and enjoy 
the sun (among other things)
Kathy
EVPHKA! num = A + A + A, C.F.G.
Brian,
You can cut yourself much easier with a 
dull knife opposed to a sharpened one. 
'Better keep on your toes!
To the GVSC Swim Teams:
It's been one hell of a long season. But 
I just want to wish you all good luck in 
out last home swim meet!
Tony,
I love you. I hope you enjoyed 
Valentine's Day (and night!)
Love Dawn
Congratulations to the new pledges of 
Zeta Delta Chi - you guys are great! 
Love, the sisters of Zeta Delta Chi 
Sorority.
Kim Grooten is guilty of wearing 
Pukegreen and we all know it.
Windsor Women
Killer Bunny,
I think you need more Malt-O-Meal. 
Lori
If you know someone who likes warm 
milk in BED, CALL 895-3592.
F.J.
Val,
Sure you were talking and sleeping! 
Susan & Lori
BLOW YOURSELF UP
TO POSTER SIZE
Send In Any Black & White or 
Color Picture up to 8" x 10" (No Negatives) 
and Have it Enlarged into a Giant Black & White 
or Full Color Poster.Comes in Mailing Tube - 
- No Creasing. Put Your Name and Address 
on Back of Original for Safe Return.
16" x20" $14.99 
20" x 30" $17.99 
2' x 3' $19.99
add 75 c Postage and Handling Per Order
KRYST AL KJLEER PHOTO CO.
P.O. Mot 25488. Fort I uderd a le, FF 33320
Pepplno’s Pizza
2 liter Pepsi for $1.00 
with anv pizza
12.14.16
895-4308
H ours: Mon - Fri 8am
Sat. 9am - 3pm
*Early & Late tannim
MIDNIGHT SUN
8pm
♦FIRST VISIT 
FREE
♦State of the Art 
Equipment.
TANNING SALON 
INC.
* Arc you the only one left * 
without a tan for *
Spring Break? *
*
*
*
*
*
* Why wait for summer to look*-ft
* like the rest, when you can *
* have it now at *
£ Midnight Sun! *
♦Variety of Fanning 
Packages, ranging 
from 1 visit to 1 year!
5902 Lake Michigan Dr.
(next to the Hair Loft) 
Allendale
(Al .  “
' \ I uiii ight
